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A NEW ECO POOL
IN DUONA
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL COMPLETE
The Corner Team of
Construction Engineering
Department handed over the
ecological pool to Duona
Elementary School at the ribboncutting ceremony.

STUDENT-ATHLETES
SHINE IN THE 2021
NATIONAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETIC GAMES
NKUST student-athletes have
won 11 medals at the NIAG in
the NKUST’s best-ever NIAG
showing.

SPORTS
ADMINISTRATION
HELD EVENT TO
PROMOTE WATER
SAFETY
SA Open Water Sports Education
Center at the Southern District
held an event to encourage
elementary students to play with
water sports facilities with safety
knowledge on Nov 5.

MAKING
A
POSITIVE
IMPACT
TO
SOCIETY
We dedicate our
knowledge and
efforts hoping our
small actions to
bring a difference
to corners in
remote villages.
All of this
contributed to the
success of our
USR projects that
we held here in
southern Taiwan.

f

TSMC Day at NKUST
The world-leading foundry Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) was on the prowl for top
young talent. TSMC Day went on Oct 27 and Oct 28, and the
TSMC mobile recruitment bus parked on the boulevard right in
front of the library, attracting attention from students walking
by.
TSMC held this recruitment event in the hope of recruiting
1,500 students, and it’s primarily seeking candidates with a
graduate degree. The mobile recruitment bus parked at First
Campus for two days, and it has attracted over 300 students
from the rest campuses to join the event. Its recruiters were
impressed by the pro-active attitude of our students.
NKUST has been continuing to cultivate students familiar
with their skills and apply their knowledge during internship
programs. These efforts have made our grads sought-after
among domestic firms.
Alumni Service and Career Development Center (ASCDC)
Chair Marian Lee said: “It takes years with thousands of our
grads efforts to build such a good image to industries, who see
our new grads as excellent as their predecessors. Every year, we
have 1,000 students join internship programs, and many firms
also take this opportunity to reserve talent.”

Vocabulary
1. foundry

(半導體)晶圓代工

2. recruitment

招聘

3. pro-active
4. cultivate

積極主動的
培養

5. sought-after
6. reserve

受歡迎的

預留、預訂

7. on the prowl 逡巡、徘徊
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